1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The television system is an electronic communication system that is capable of transmitting, processing and receiving of information by wireless means. Television broadcasting is an instrument used by social, political, economic, business, religious and educational organizations to disseminate information to their viewers. Television system is also used for surveillance, industrial process control and guiding of weapons, in places where direct observation is difficult or dangerous [@bib1]. The far-reaching demand for wireless communication technologies is ever increasing in all the human-life activities and this has boosted the development of wireless networks \[[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\]. Television signal, like radio waves are electromagnetic in nature, which when radiated from transmitting antennas travel through space to distant places and are picked up by receiving antennas. The difference of signal strength from transmitter to receiver antenna is termed pathloss. In communication systems, pathloss is a very important issue for quite a while now, with new prediction models with extended frequencies, we need to know which model is suitable for different application and different environment \[[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]\]. Pathloss at destination is generally determined by the use of different models \[[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]\].

In this work, existing empirical models such as Free space, Extended COST-231 Hata, Okumura, Plain-Earth model, Egli, Ericsson, Davidson, Hata, COST-231 Hata and Walfish-Ikegami were considered for this study. Estimating propagation pathloss is important in order to predict the performance of wireless system in its working environment.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

The materials and methodologies adopted for the realization of this work are as follows:i.**Field Strength Measurement:** The essence of this research work is to investigate the performance of different pathloss models for wireless communication. To achieve this, two Television stations were considered for investigation. The field strength from these TV broadcasting stations were measured along five different routes, starting from each of the broadcasting stations. The measurement were taken for each TV station with a handheld RF field strength spectrum analyzer and a Garmin 72H GPS receiver. Pathloss was computed from measured values of field strength obtained.ii.**Evaluation and Comparison of Existing Pathloss Models with Measured Data:** The far-reaching demand for wireless communication technologies is ever increasing in all human-life activities and this has boosted the development of wireless systems. To estimate the performance of wireless channels, propagation models are used [@bib16]. Pathloss models are used extensively in signal prediction, coverage analysis [@bib17]. In order to find out the suitable propagation models applicable for propagation prediction in Abuja, the ten selected empirical models deployed were evaluated using available data of the TV broadcasting stations under investigation. Computations were made and compared with measured data as depicted in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, [8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, [9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, and [10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}. The computations were done for the first 20km.Table 1Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 1 (route 1).Table 1Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10146.8589.52121.29119.3781.88120.8699.87120.11117.89105.31122782.13148.7795.26129.53128.8593.36130.34107.33131.63127.37114. 03131.695.22150.46103.04140.81141.71108.93140.20117.45142.23140.22125.85138.718.85151.51107.63147.40149.28118.10146.77123.41145.43147.80132.82142.719.23153.87107.99148.26149.88118.83150.37123.89148.17148.40133.37147.2610.33157.79108.97150.34151.50120.78151.99125.16149.11150.02134.86152.7411.29161.29109.74151.21152.77122.33153.26126.16151.66151.29136. 03153.9011.44161.47109.86151.33152.96122.56153.45126.31151.91151.48136.21154. 0812.22163.33110.43152.00153.91123.70155.40127.05154.2152.43137. 08154.9412.60163.56110.70152.27154.35124.24155.84127.40154.51152.87137.48155.3415.37164.72112.42154.19157.20127.69158.69129.64158.01155.72140.10157.9217.22164.76113.41156.18158.83129.66160.32130.93160.99157.35141.60159.38[^1]Table 2Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 1 (route 2).Table 2Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10147.7789.52121.29119.3781.88120.8699.87120.11117.89105.31122.782.13149.8795.26129.53128.8593.36130.34107.33131.63127.37114.03131.692.20153.3995.54129.81129.3193.92130.80107.69132.28127.83114.45132.124.18155.21101.11137.88138.52105. 07140. 01114.94143.41137.04122.92140.747.46161.59106.15144.91146.83115.13148.32121.48153.47145.35130.56148.4512.08163.59110.33151.10153.74123.50155.22126.92161.84152.26136.74154.7915.18163.67112.32154.09157.02127.47158.50129.50165.79155.54139.94157.7618.87163.81114.21157.08160.14131.25161.62131.96169.58158.66142.81160.55Table 3Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 1 (route 3).Table 3Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10149.3789.52121.29119.3781.88120.8699.87120.11117.89105.31122.782.13153.2595.26129.53128.8593.36130.34107.33131.63127.37114.03131.695.22158.59103.04140.81141.71108.93143.19117.45147.23140.22125.85143.719.23163.83107.99148.26149.88118.83151.37123.88157.17148.40133.37151.2612.41165.07110.57151.44154.13123.97155.62127.23162.29152.65137.28155.1413.06165.25111.01152.08154.86124.86156.35127.81163.19153.38137.95155.8014.21165.41111.74152.91156.07126.32157.56128.76164.65154.59139.07156.9014.87165.75112.14153.31156.72127.11158.21129.27165.44155.24139.67157.49Table 4Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 1 (route 4).Table 4Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10149.3789.52121.29119.8581.88120.8699.87120.11117.89105.31122.782.13153.2595.26129.53128.8593.36130.34107.33131.63127.37114.03131.694.06153.55100.86137.63138.10104.56139.59114.61142.87136.62122.54140.354.51153.89101.77138.64139.61106.39141.10115.80144.70138.13123.92141.755.11155.13102.86140.63141.15108.56142.89117.21146.91139.92125.57143.175.18155.29102.98140.75141.59108.79143.08117.36147.12140.11125.75143.605.22158.59103.04140.81141.71108.93143.19117.45147.23140.22125.85143.716.19157.21104.52142.79144.15111.89145.64119.37150.23142.67128.10145.976.81157.75105.35144.12145.52113.55147.0112045151.86144.04129.36147.247.40158.39106.08144.84146.71114.99148.20121.39153.32145.23130.46148.347.84158.63106.58145.45147.54115.99149.03122.04154.31146.06131.22149.118.08159.09106.84146.61147.97116.52149.46122.38154.84146.49131.62149.508.49159.41107.27147.04148.68117.38150.17122.94155.72147.20132.27150.158.85159.79107.63147.40149.28118.10150.77123.41156.42147.80132.82150.719.23163.83107.99148.26149.88118.83151.37123.89157.17148.40133.37151.26Table 5Comparison of measured Pathloss with selected models for station 1 (route 5).Table 5Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10146.8589.52121.29119.3781.88120.8699.87120.11117.89105.31122782.13148.7795.26129.53128.8593.36130.34107.33131.63127.37114. 03131.695.22150.46103.04140.81141.71108.93140.20117.45142.23140.22125.85138.718.85151.51107.63147.40149.28118.10146.77123.41145.43147.80132.82142.719.23153.87107.99148.26149.88118.83150.37123.89148.17148.40133.37147.2610.33157.79108.97150.34151.50120.78151.99125.16149.11150.02134.86152.7411.29161.29109.74151.21152.77122.33153.26126.16151.66151.29136. 03153.9011.44161.47109.86151.33152.96122.56153.45126.31151.91151.48136.21154. 0812.22163.33110.43152.00153.91123.70155.40127.05154.2152.43137. 08154.9412.60163.56110.70152.27154.35124.24155.84127.40154.51152.87137.48155.3415.37164.72112.42154.19157.20127.69158.69129.64158.01155.72140.10157.9217.22164.76113.41156.18158.83129.66160.32130.93160.99157.35141.60159.38Table 6Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 2 (route 1).Table 6Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10146.2090.21122.32120.3682.01122.12100.56120.94119.15105.82123.551.82146.5394.58127.59127.5990.75129.35106.24129.76126.38112.46130.341.85149.7294.72128.13127.8391.04129.59106.43130.07126.62112.68130.573.25152.8899.62134.83135.92100.83137.68112.79139.85134.71120.11138.164.06155.36101.55137.46139.11104.69140.87115.30143.70137.90123.05141.144.07155.32101.57137.58139.15104.73140.91115.33143.76137.94123.08141.174.26156.36101.97138.48139.81105.53141.56115.84144.57138.59123.68141.794.82156.59103.04140.75141.58107.67143.34117.24146.67140.37125.31143.444.85156.69103.09140.90141.67107.78143.34117.31146.78140.46125.39143.524.99157.11103.34141.25142.08108.27143.84117.63147.29140.87125.77143.915.81161.90104.66142.67144.26110.92146.02119.35149.94143.05127.78145.936.60165.48105.77144.68146.09113.13147.85120.79152.15144.88129.46147.639.58166.52109.00149.92151.44119.60153.20124.99155.62150.23134.37152.5711.72167.70110.76152.17154.34123.11156.10127.27158.13153.13137.04155.2315.03167.79112.92155.03157.91127.43159.67130.08161.45156.7140.32158.4817.62167.68114.30157.21160.20130.19161.96131.88163.22158.99142.41160.5519.52167.76115.19159.10161.67131.27163.43133.03165.39160.46143.47161.46Table 7Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 2 (route 2).Table 7Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10146.1090.21122.32120.3682.01122.12100.56120..94119.15105.82123.551.82146.6694.58127.59127.5990.75129.35106.24129.76126.38112.46130.341.85152.7094.72128.13127.8391.04129.59106.43130. 07126.62112.68130.573.25154.6499.62134.83135.92100.83137.68112.79139.85134.71120.11138.163.46154.88100.16135.57136.82101.91138.58113.50140.94135.61120.94138.994.07158.20101.57137.58139.15104.73140.91115.33143.76137.94123. 08141.174.33158.38102.11139.22140.04105.81141.8116.03144.83138.83123.90142.004.41158.68102.27139.88140.30106.13142.6116.24145.15139. 09124.14142.254.85158.80103.10140.90141.67107.78143.34117.31146.78140.46125.39143.526.41164.22105.52144.23145.67112.6214743120.46151.64144.46129. 07147.248.59167.14108.06148.77149.88117.71151.64123.76156.74148.67132.94151.1412.72167.55111.47153.08155.52124.53157.28128.20163.55154.31138.12156.3116.14167.80113.54156.25158.94128.67160.70130.89167.69157.73141.26159.4119.68168.28115.26159.37161.78132.11163.54133.12171.14160.57143.87161.96Table 8Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 2 (route 3).Table 8Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10146.4090.21122.32120.3682. 01122.12100.56120.94119.15105.82123.551.82146.7894.58127.59127.5990.75129.35106.24129.76126.38112.46130.341.85150.5694.72128.13127.8391. 04129.59106..43130.07126.62112.68130.573.25154.3299.62134.83135.92100.83137.68112.79139.85134.71120.11138.164.07158.20101.57137.58139.15104.73140.91115.33143.76137.94123. 08141.174.85160.80103.10140.90141.67107.78143.43117.31146.78140.46125.39143.528.13163.50107.58147.59149.09116.75150.85123.14155.77147..88132.21150.519.13165.60108.59149.30150.7511877152.51124.45157..78149.54133.74151.9410.61166.32109.89151.00152.91121.38154.67126.15160.40151.70135.72153.9212.01166.72110.97152.48154.69123.53156.45127..55162.55153.48137.36155.55Table 9Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 2 (route 4).Table 9Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.07146.1089.97121.38119.9681.53121.72100.24120.42118.75105.45123.171.10146.4090.21122.32120.3682. 01122.12100.56120.94119.15105.82123.551.75146.7294.24127.15127.0390. 07128.79105.80129.14125.82111.94129.821.82146.7894.58127.59127.5990.75129.35106.24129.76126.38112.46130.342.04152.5095.57129.48129.2392.74130.99107.53131.79128. 02113.97131.882.90153.1698.63133.04134.2898.85136. 04111.50137.85133. 07118.61136.622.98153.3898.86133.27134.6799.32136.43111.81138.33133.46118.97136.983.51158.36100.29135.80137.02102.16138.78113.66141.18135.81121.13139.183.90158.74101.20136.91138.54103.99140.30114.85142.99137.33122.52140.60Table 10Comparison of measured pathloss with selected models for station 2 (route 5).Table 10Distance (km)Measured Mean Pathloss (dB)Model Pathloss (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSON1.10146.2090.21122.32120.3682.01122.12100.56120.94119.15105.82123.551.82146.5394.58127.59127.5990.75129.35106.24129.76126.38112.46130.341.85149.7294.72128.13127.8391.04129.59106.43130.07126.62112.68130.573.25152.8899.62134.83135.92100.83137.68112.79139.85134.71120.11138.164.06155.36101.55137.46139.11104.69140.87115.30143.70137.90123.05141.144.07155.32101.57137.58139.15104.73140.91115.33143.76137.94123.08141.174.26156.36101.97138.48139.81105.53141.56115.84144.57138.59123.68141.794.82156.59103.04140.75141.58107.67143.34117.24146.67140.37125.31143.444.85156.69103.09140.90141.67107.78143.34117.31146.78140.46125.39143.524.99157.11103.34141.25142.08108.27143.84117.63147.29140.87125.77143.915.81161.90104.66142.67144.26110.92146.02119.35149.94143.05127.78145.936.60165.48105.77144.68146.09113.13147.85120.79152.15144.88129.46147.639.58166.52109.00149.92151.44119.60153.20124.99155.62150.23134.37152.5711.72167.70110.76152.17154.34123.11156.10127.27158.13153.13137.04155.2315.03167.79112.92155.03157.91127.43159.67130.08161.45156.7140.32158.4817.62167.68114.30157.21160.20130.19161.96131.88163.22158.99142.41160.5519.52167.76115.19159.10161.67131.27163.43133.03165.39160.46143.47161.46iii.**Model Evaluation**: In order to ascertain the suitability and applicability of these prediction models for prediction for Abuja, they were subjected to two novel metrics to gauge their performance: Mean Prediction Error (MPE) and Root Average Squared Prediction Error (RASPE). Besides, the RASPE is the most apparent metric for analyzing error of predictive model. It is a measure of the difference between values predicted by a model and the values actually observed from the environment that is being modelled [@bib18].$$RASPE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}\left( {X_{obs,j} - X_{{mod}el,j}} \right)^{2}}{n}}$$$$MPE = \frac{\sum{X_{obs,j} - X_{{mod}el}}}{n}$$Where, X~obs~ is the observed values and X~model~ is the modeled value at time/place, *j*

From the prediction error obtained, the mean prediction error and RASPE values were determined for each of the model used as shown in Tables [11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}, [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"}, [13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}, and [14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}. From Tables [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} and [14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}, the RASPE values from these existing models were in excess of 10dB.Table 11Computed Mean Prediction Error values from Models for station 1 data.Table 11ROUTESMEAN PREDICTION ERROR (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSONRoute 150.7811.139.8141.369.2435.3210.0511.3026.149.74Route 254.3116.6515.6448.4214.1539.9010.1017.1231.5213.75Route 355.6617.1115.6247.6214.0940.589.3117.0631.7113.93Route 453.6415.8314.8547.5613.3739.189.2516.3430.7312.92Route 550.7811.139.8141.369.2435.3210.0511.3026.149.74Table 12Computed RASPE values from Models for station 1 data.Table 12ROUTESROOT AVERAGE SQUARED PREDICTION ERROR (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSONRoute 150.9112.4711.9042.3111.1735.6311.6613.1526.8011.10Route 254.3817.8317.6149.6516.3040.2314.9618.9332.2815.46Route 355.7017.9617.2248.6615.8440.8213.7118.5332.3115.29Route 453.7016.3915.7548.0614.3639.3511.5517.1631.0813.76Route 550.9112.4711.9042.3111.1735.6311.6613.1526.8011.10Table 13Computed Mean Prediction Error values from Models for station 2 data.Table 13ROUTESMEAN PREDICTION ERROR (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSONRoute 154.7816.9115.6849.2913.9240.3311.6316.8932.0613.99Route 255.8518.3117.3351.2415.5741.6612.3718.5433.5915.53Route 355.8318.7517.9252.1616.1641.9313.1519.1334.0616.01Route 455.4021.6921.5053.5619.7443.3318.8622.7136.8118.89Route 554.7816.9115.6849.2913.9240.3311.6316.8932.0613.99Table 14Computed RASPE values from Models for station 2 data.Table 14ROUTESROOT AVERAGE SQUARED PREDICTION ERROR (dB)FSPLMOKPLMHPLMPEPLMC231HWIEGLIE-C231HERICSSONDAVIDSONRoute 154.8217.3116.3749.7714.6940.4212.7717.5332.3014.53Route 255.8818.7518.0551.7716.3641.7614.4619.2133.8516.11Route 355.8519.0018.3952.5616.6841.9714.6519.5334.2216.37Route 455.4421.7721.6853.9019.9343.3819.2622.8836.8919.06Route 554.8217.3116.3749.7714.6940.4212.7717.5332.3014.53

2.1. Data presentation {#sec2.1}
----------------------

The computations obtained from existing propagation models evaluation with data from station having frequency of 535.25MHz (station 1) are presented in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, and [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} and that of the station with frequency of 590MHz (station 2) in Tables [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, [8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, [9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, and [10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}. Besides, the computed MPE values and RASPE values from models for station 1 data are presented in Tables [11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"} and [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} and that of station 2 in Tables [13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"} and [14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}.

2.2. Data analysis {#sec2.2}
------------------

The computations obtained from models were compared with that of measured data and analyzed graphically. The graphical plots showing the comparison of the measured pathloss and the pathloss obtained from existing models are presented in Figs. [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, for the different routes and stations under investigations. This is to enhance easy interpretation of the effect of pathloss variation with distance. From Tables [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"}, [13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}, and [14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"} the computed RASPE and MPE values for the ten models deployed in the investigation are high above the accepted performance standard of 10dB. To get relatively close to the acceptable performance value, the EGLI and DAVIDSON models have RASPE and MPE slightly close to the acceptable performance values and that is clearly shown in Figs. [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Plot of measured pathloss and pathloss obtained from models for station1 (route 1).Fig. 1Fig. 2Plot of measured pathloss and pathloss obtained from models for station1 (route 2).Fig. 2Fig. 3Plot of measured pathloss and pathloss obtained from models for station1 (route 3).Fig. 3Fig. 4Plot of measured pathloss and pathloss obtained from models for station1 (route 4).Fig. 4Fig. 5Plot of measured pathloss and pathloss obtained from models for station1 (route 5).Fig. 5

3. Discussion {#sec3}
=============

This research work is aimed at carrying out investigation on the performance of selected pathloss models for wireless communication. To achieve this, two TV stations were considered for investigation. The field strength from these TV broadcasting stations were measured with a handheld RF field strength spectrum analyzer and a Garmin 72H GPS receiver. Pathloss was computed from measured values of field strength obtained.

In this paper, we assessed the performance of ten selected pathloss models and in comparison with pathloss based on propagation measurements taken from these selected TV stations. These existing propagation models were evaluated using available data of the TV broadcasting stations under investigation. Computations were made and compared with measured data as shown in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, [8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, [9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"}, and [10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}. In order to find out the suitability and applicability of these models, they were subjected to performance metrics: Mean Prediction Error (MPE) and Root Averaged Squared Prediction Error (RASPE) as presented in Tables [11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}, [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"}, [13](#tbl13){ref-type="table"}, and [14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}. The pathloss obtained from models were compared with that from measurement and analyzed graphically. This is to enhance easy interpretation of the effect of pathloss variation with distance.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

The results of the prediction provide detailed error analysis of the existing propagation pathloss models. The acceptable radio prediction value for Television is 10dB. The lower the value, the better the performance. From Tables [12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} and [14](#tbl14){ref-type="table"}, it is clearly evident that the RASPE values from the ten existing prediction models were in excess of 10dB. These implies that the models do not adequately predict the pathloss for Television broadcasting in Abuja.

Conclusively, suitability of these models in terms of usage vary due to environmental factors and the terrain profile. Besides, peculiarities of these models gives rise to high prediction errors when deployed in a different environment other than the one initially built for.
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[^1]: FSPLM = Free Space Pathloss Model; HPLM = Hata Pathloss Model; OKPLM = Okumura Pathloss Model; PEPLM = Plain-earth Pathloss Model; C231H = COST_231 Hata; WI = Walfish-Ikegami Model; Egli = Egli Model; E-C231H = Extended COST-231 Hata Model; Ericsson = Ericsson Model; Davidson = Davidson Model.
